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Easy Steps to a Great Experience
Double-Check Your Credit Score

Loan eligibility and interest rate are largely based on your credit score, among
other factors. As a valued credit union member, it’s easy to get and access your
score.

Paperwork

Our representatives are here to help gather all the necessary paperwork and
guide you through the process.

Budget

Make sure you outline your budget, so you can shop for vehicles that you can
afford.

Do Your Research

Your number one tool is education, so be sure to use our auto center to research
millions of vehicles from the comfort of your home. Let us help you shop with
confidence!
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Find a Local Dealer
Use our auto shopping website to find local
dealerships with all types of inventory. By
using the “Locate a Dealer” feature on the
site, you’ll easily find dealerships within your
zip code, along with clickable links to each
dealer’s inventory. Another great way to shop
for your next car!
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Expert Tips for Car Buying
The Internet has made it easy for members to explore and compare different car dealers in
their area or find available vehicles before they ever walk into a dealership. But while people
do their homework when it comes to the make and model, they often neglect to do the math.
1 Don’t Just Start With the Car – Shopping for the car is
usually the fun part, but it’s important to start with a budget.
One common mistake is thinking in terms of monthly
payments as opposed to the overall cost of the car.
2 Be Flexible – Try to be realistic about the features you
need, versus extras that you might want but can live
without. Additionally, if you get pre-approved for a loan
by your credit union, you’ll start your car negotiations
from a place of control.
3 Do Your Research – Your #1 tool is education, so be
sure to use our auto center to research through millions
of vehicles from the comfort of your home. Let us help
you shop with confidence!
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vehicle. Often you will find better rates and a more personalized approach.
3. Refinance your existing auto loan and save.
4. Find your car’s worth with accurate reports.
5. Free CarFax®, comparisons, and more!
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